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Architects of Digital Transformation

Pioneering IT solutions with a DevOps-driven, client-centric approach
Book Assessment




















Upcoming Events
Webinar: Unlock the Potential of Platform Engineering with Arctiq and Google Apigee
March 20, 2024
|
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What we do
Arctiq is Canada's leading DevOps transformation service provider, reseller and consulting firm. We are the benchmark for innovation. Arctiq impacts organizations by creating the technological blueprints required for your business success and growth. Our consultants architect, implement, and guide your team to help modernize your strategies, processes, and outcomes. The experience we deliver sets a new bar for all IT service providers whose mission it is to increase velocity. 



DevOps / DevSecOps
Arctiq's DevOps experts are DOERS. They will execute the work, educate your team to execute repeatedly and independently (upskilling), and produce the documentation which will turn the work into a valuable asset.
IT Infrastructure
We provide unbiased recommendations and access to the needed technologies via the cloud marketplaces (ISV private offers). This software acquisition model provides added benefits to the client by way of additional discounting and subsidised service costs.
Data
Data fuels new business advantages through applications that reveal insights, increase efficiencies, monetize data, provide exceptional customer experience and create unique value.
Cloud Migration
Canadian enterprises are moving micro amounts of ‘as-is’ workloads per month. Arctiq modernizes the Application, and can move an impactful amount of workloads in a fraction of the time using bold engineering.

Why Choose Benchmark
We do the hard stuff so you can sustain & scale without us.

Rapid migration to cloud
Canadian enterprises are moving micro amounts of ‘as-is’ workloads per month. Benchmark modernizes the Application, and can move an impactful amount in fractions of the time using their engineering skills.

Pioneer in DevOps/DevSecOps
Benchmark DevOps experts are DOERS, they will execute the work, educate the team on to do how to repeatedly do it independently (upskilling), and produce the documentation to turn the work into a valuable asset!

Accelerated technology adoption
We provide unbiased recommendations and access to the needed technologies via the cloud marketplaces (ISV private offers). This software acquisition model provides added benefits to the client by way of additional discounting and subsidised service costs.





Where to start
Every engagement starts with an assessment.
With our unique tools, you will get a full current state assessment in a matter of hours, saving you time and money!

Accelerate bold innovation 
Start with a simple assessment




With sum-it.io, you will get a full Software Delivery Lifecyle (SDLC) assessment in a matter of hours, saving you time and money!
Our Assessment Tool



Measure need for orchestration in SDLC
Watch Demo

Measure security risk vs coverage of your entire IT portfolio
Watch Demo

Calculate productivity loss in the dev process.
Learn More




Arctiq presents the first of its kind, Consultation-as-a-Service platform that businesses can use track and assess their performance in key areas like application modernization, software delivery, and security. This can help them understand their maturity and identify areas for improvement.
Sign up free




Our Framework and flexible models have proven successful for many clients
Case Studies




GitLab Self-Managed to SaaS Migration

Read Case Study
Read Case Study


Modernizing and Reducing Infrastructure Costs with Microsoft Azure Red Hat® OpenShift® and Red Hat® OpenShift® on Amazon Web Services

Read Case Study
Read Case Study




Diversity & Inclusion

Arctiq is committed to creating a diverse, inclusive, and welcoming workplace, where everyone is comfortable sharing their ideas and talents to help Arctiq innovate and thrive.
Learn about this initiative
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info@arctiq.ca
Phone: (905) 625-6471
Toll Free: +1 877 817-5635
Toronto Office
Victory Building
80 Richmond Street West, Suite 300
Toronto, ON M5H 2A4
Montreal Office:
360 rue Saint-François Xavier, Suite 301
Montréal, QC H2Y 2S8
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Land Acknowledgement
We respectfully acknowledge that we live, work, and learn on unceded, traditional, and ancestral lands of Indigenous and First Nations peoples. We invite you to consider what efforts we can all take to repair and improve our relations with Indigenous people locally and globally.





Made In Canada
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